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1732–1803 Johann Friedrich von Ryhiner  
> 500 Volumes (composite atlas) 
> 16,000 Maps, plans and topographical views 
1867 Gift to the Library 
1992–1998 Carto-bibliographically indexed, restored  
and micro-filmed 
2003 Printed four-volume catalogue 
2002–2007 All micro-films were scanned and put  









2002–2007: > 16,000 digital images 
Resolution Format Amount of data Intended use 
  
400 Pixel JPG < 100 KB Thumbnail  
 
1024 Pixel JPG < 1 MB                Working copy 
  
4000 Pixel JPG Ca. 4 MB Reproductions 
  






BestWeb Intelligent Interface Builder 
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Zoomify creates a tile pyramid 































Cartography over the last 1200 years 
July 10, 2007: Exhibition opening 
